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Abstract In linguistic semantics, propositionalism is the view that all
intensional constructions (esp. attitude reports) can be interpreted as
relations to truth-evaluable propositional contents. Propositionalism has
been adopted for its uniformity and ontological parsimony, and for its
ability to capture natural language reasoning. These merits notwith-
standing, propositionalism has been challenged by the observation that
some intensional constructions (incl. objectual and de se-attitude re-
ports, ‘know how’-sentences, and de dicto-readings of depiction reports)
resist a propositionalist analysis. This paper reconciles the merits of
propositionalism with its empirical challenges. To this aim, it replaces
propositions by properties as uniform objects of the attitudes. This re-
placement is motivated by the observation that all non-propositional
attitudinal objects can be coded as properties through established type-
shifts. It is supported by the ability of the resulting semantics to distin-
guish truth-evaluable from non-truth-evaluable attitude complements, to
capture cross-attitudinal co-predication, and to explain differences w.r.t.
the acceptability of different kinds of co-predication. At the same time, it
gives a sense of what a propositionalist semantics – if successful – might
look like and which requirements it must meet.

1 Introduction

Propositionalism (see [6, 22, 35, 39]; cf. [55], [10, pp. 148–149]) is an approach to
the semantics of intensional constructions that analyzes these constructions as
cases of propositional1 embedding.2 Propositionalism has been adopted for its
uniformity and ontological parsimony (see [22]; cf. [23, 26]) and for its ability to
capture natural language reasoning (see [17,46]). Propositionalism is often illus-
trated on the example of intensional transitive verbs like want, need, and seek.

? I wish to thank two anonymous referees for WoLLIC 2019 for valuable comments on
an earlier version of this paper. The paper has profited from discussions with David
Boylan, Daniel Gutzmann, and Ede Zimmermann. The research for this paper is
supported by the German Research Foundation (via Ede Zimmermann’s grant ZI
683/13-1).

1 We hereafter identify propositions with sets of possible worlds or of world/time-pairs
(i.e. with sets of indices). However, the results of this paper also apply to ‘dynamic’
sentence-contents (i.e. relations to discourse referents of non-canonical arity) and
to more fine-grained candidates for propositions (e.g. sets of partial or impossible
worlds, sets of sets of worlds, or semantically primitive propositions).

2 In this paper, we assume a liberal version of propositionalism (called Propositional-
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While these verbs superficially combine with an individual-denoting direct ob-
ject (in (1a): with the DP a laptop), they are commonly analyzed as taking a pro-
position-denoting clausal complement with phonologically null elements and hid-
den structure (in (1b): as the CP FOR PRO to HAVE a laptop; see [6, 22]). The
analyses of (1a) (in (1b)) and (3a) (in (3b))3 then have a similar form to propo-
sitional attitude reports (here: (2) resp. (4)).

(1) a. Bill wants/needs [dpa laptop].
≡ b. Bill wants/needs [cpFOR [tpPRO to HAVE [dpa laptop]]].

(2) Bill wants/expects [cpthat he has/will get [dpa laptop]].

(3) a. Bill seeks [dpa unicorn].
≡ b. Bill seeks (or strives) [cpFOR [tpPRO to FIND [dpa unicorn]]].

(4) Bill strives [cpthat he finds [dpa unicorn]].

The presence of the hidden predicate HAVE in (1a) is supported by the ability of
the lower clause to be modified by temporal adverbials (see (5b); cf. [22, 27]), to
satisfy the presupposition of too and again (cf. [45, pp. 262–264]), and to antecede
ellipsis (see (6); cf. [5, p. 35]).

(5) Bill will need [dpa laptop] tomorrow.

≡ a. Tomorrow is the time of Bill’s need (when Bill’s need will arise)
≡ b. Tomorrow is when Bill needs to have the laptop

(6) A: Do you want [dpanother sausage]?
B: I can’t . I’m on a diet.

The structural similarity between (1b) and (2) enables a uniform analysis of
different occurrences of DP/CP complement-neutral verbs (see (7); cf. [12, 26]),
facilitates an easy analysis of DP/CP coordinations (see (8); cf. [2, 43]), and
explains the validity of inferences from propositional to ‘objectual’ attitudes
(see (9); cf. [15, 26]):

(7) a. Bill wants [dpa laptop].
b. Bill wants [cpthat he gets a laptop soon].

(8) Bill wants [[dpa laptop] and [cpthat he gets it soon]].

(9) a. Bill expects [cpthat he will get a laptop].
⇒ b. Bill expects [dpsomething] (viz. a laptop/that he will get a laptop).

ism in [55]) that regards the general construal of information content in terms of
truth-conditions. According to this version, the ‘propositional’ reduction of inten-
sional complements proceeds by semantic representation (or coding) of the comple-
ments’ original denotation. Propositionalism (with a capital ‘P’) differs from better-
known versions of propositionalism, according to which this reduction proceeds by
syntactic means (i.e. by restructuring into a clause-embedding structure; see [6,22])
or by lexical decomposition (see [32,39]). We will discuss a variant of Propositional-
ism in Sect. 6.

3 This analysis of seek is due to Quine [39] and can be found in [31, pp. 264, 267]. For
arguments against the propositionalist analysis of seek, see [45,52,53].
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2 Empirical Challenges for Propositionalism

Its empirical merits notwithstanding, Propositionalism has recently4 come under
empirical pressure. This pressure stems from intensional constructions that have
been shown to resist a propositionalist analysis. These include the following:

2.1 ‘want’/‘need’-constructions without HAVE

A first challenge for Propositionalism comes from want- and need-constructions
(e.g. (10)) whose analysis does not contain the implicit predicate HAVE. In par-
ticular, the DP a marathon in (10) cannot be analyzed as the CP ‘FOR PRO to
HAVE a marathon’ (analogous to (1b); see (10b)). Rather, it suggests an analysis
as ‘FOR PRO to run/participate in a marathon’:

(10) John needs [dpa marathon]. (said by John’s coach)

≡ a. John needs [cpFOR [tpPRO to run [dpa marathon]]].
6≡ b. #John needs [cpFOR [tpPRO to HAVE [dpa marathon]]].

In contrast to ‘typical’ want/need-constructions (e.g. (1a)), (10) lacks evidence for
a hidden clausal structure (see [45, pp. 271–275]). In particular, the contextually
supplied predicate run in (10a) resists modification by most temporal adverbs5

(see (11b)).

(11) John needs [dpa marathon] in two hours.

≡ a. John’s need for a marathon will arise/be present in two hours
6≡ b. John will need to run the marathon in two hours

To capture the difference in modificational behavior between (5) and (11),
Deal [5, pp. 34–37] has proposed to analyze the non-specific object of need in (11)
as a property (see [52]; cf. [13,45]). (10) then receives the analysis in (12), where
BE is Partee’s [36] type-shifter from existential generalized quantifiers to prop-
erties. For perspicuity, we hereafter mark complements in boldface. Below, i, j, k
are variables over indices (type s); x, y, z are variables over individuals (type e).

(12) JJohn needs [BE [a marathon]]Ki,g

= need (i)(λjλy (∃x)[marathon(j)(x) ∧ x = y]λjλy (∃x)[marathon(j)(x) ∧ x = y]λjλy (∃x)[marathon(j)(x) ∧ x = y])(john)

≡ need (i)(marathonmarathonmarathon)(john)

Note that Deal’s analysis of (10) gives rise to a (type-)ambiguity in the interpre-
tation of need between proposition- and property-complemented occurrences. We
will see below that our proposed property-type semantics avoids this ambiguity.

We close this subsection with a note on typing and type notation: for reasons
that will become clear below,6 we adopt Tichý’s [50] rule for the formation of

4 The empirical pressure on propositionalism (in some form) is not a recent phenom-
enon. (For some early challenges, see [3,23,38].) What is new is the explicit collection
of diverse natural language constructions that challenge Propositionalism (see [11,
17,40,51]).

5 These include all durational adverbs, but exclude the adverbial before (see [45]).
6 Tichý-style types will allow us to distinguish between centered propositions (i.e.

characteristic functions of sets of ordered index/individual-pairs; type (se; t)) and
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multiary function types (see also [30,34]). This rule associates types of the form
(α1× . . .× αn)→ αn+1 with functions from n-tuples of objects of the types α1,
. . ., αn to objects of type αn+1. Following Tichý, we write (α1×. . .×αn)→ αn+1

as (α1 . . . αn;αn+1) and identify the type (α) with α.
This completes our presentation of the first challenge for Propositionalism.

2.2 De se-reports and ‘know how’-sentences

A second set of challenges for Propositionalism comes from de se-readings of at-
titude reports like (13a) (see [4,23,37]) and from ‘know how’-sentences like (14a)
(see [40,51]). These constructions are usually analyzed as (13b) resp. (14b), where
PROs is a silent pronoun that is controlled by the subject of the higher clause:

(13) a. Bill believes (of himself as himself) [cpthat he is a coffee addict].
≡ b. Bill believes [cpthat PROs is a coffee addict].

(14) a. Bill knows [cphow to brew coffee].
≡ b. Bill knows [cphow PROs to brew coffee].

The complements of the above constructions are typically interpreted as cen-
tered propositions (i.e. as sets of centered worlds, type-(se; t); see (15a)) or, equiv-
alently, as self-ascribed properties. The latter are properties that are true in all
centered worlds that are compatible with what the property-ascriber believes (see
(15b), where Doxbill, i is the set of Bill’s doxastic alternatives in i). Below, 〈j, x〉
is a variable over pairs of indices (j) and individuals (x).

(15) JBill believes [cpthat PROs is a coffee addict]Ki,g

a. = believe (i)(λ〈j, x〉[coffee-addict (j)(x)]λ〈j, x〉[coffee-addict (j)(x)]λ〈j, x〉[coffee-addict (j)(x)])(bill)

b. = 1 ⇔ (∀〈j, x〉)[Doxbill, i(j, x)→ coffee-addict (j)(x)]

The type-(se; t) interpretation of the complements of de se-reports is moti-
vated by the need to capture the attitude holder’s self-identification with the
subject of the attitude complement (in (13), (14): Bill’s self-characterization as
a coffee addict/as an able coffee brewer). The absence of such self-identification
results in situations that intuitively do not support the de se-reading of the as-
sociated sentence. For (13a), such situations include the situation where Bill is
watching a man binging on coffee and concludes that this man is a coffee addict,
without realizing that the man is his mirror image. The de se-interpretation of
‘know how’-sentences has an analogous motivation.

Note that, like PROs in (13b) and (14b), the silent pronoun PRO in (1b) is
today often7 taken to be obligatorily controlled by the matrix subject (see [1,4,
48]). The different readings of (1b) are then interpreted as structures (here: (16a),
(16b)) that also have centered propositions as their complements:

properties (i.e. functions from indices to characteristic functions of sets of individuals;
type (s; (e; t))).

7 Exceptions are Larson et al. [6,22] and Stanley [47], who assume that PRO inherits
its reference from its antecedent (cf. [51, p. 3]). In contrast to the ‘subject control’-
view, this view does not require a property-interpretation of attitude complements.
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(16) a. JBill wants [cpFOR [tpPROs to HAVE [dpa laptop]]]Ki,g

= want (i)(λ〈j, y〉(∃x)[laptop (j)(x) ∧ have (j)(x)(y)]λ〈j, y〉(∃x)[laptop (j)(x) ∧ have (j)(x)(y)]λ〈j, y〉(∃x)[laptop (j)(x) ∧ have (j)(x)(y)])(bill)

b. J[dpa laptop] [λ1 [Bill wants [cpFOR [tpPROs to HAVE t1]]]]Ki,g

= (∃x)
[
laptop(i)(x) ∧ want (i)(λ〈j, y〉[have (j)(x)(y)]λ〈j, y〉[have (j)(x)(y)]λ〈j, y〉[have (j)(x)(y)])(bill)

]
We will take the control-view of want/need as evidence against Propositionalism
and for our proposed property-type semantics.

2.3 Objectual attitude reports

Propositionalism is further challenged by objectual attitude reports like (17a)
and (17b) that contain verbs such as love, adore, worship, and fear. These reports
intuitively express relations to individuals/individual objects (in (17a): Emilie).

(17) a. Klimt adored [dpEmilie]. b. Klimt adored [dpa woman].

In contrast to the complements of de se-reports, the direct objects in objec-
tual attitude reports often resist the extension to a full CP. Syntactically, this is
due to the DP-bias of verbs like adore, s.t. sentences like (18) are ungrammatical:

(18) ∗Klimt adored [cpthat Emilie was beautiful].

On the level of semantics, this is due to the fact that many objectual attitude
reports are intuitively not equivalent to the result of supplementing their direct
object with the infinitive to be (or to be there) (see (19)8; cf. [11, 55], pace [35])
or with a contextually determined VP (see (20); cf. [49, 52], pace [45]):

(19) Klimt adored [dpthe fact [cpthat Emilie was there (with him)]].

(20) Klimt adored [dpthe fact [cpthat Emilie was beautiful]].

For example, Klimt might not have adored Emilie’s exemplifying any particular
property (incl. her being there), but only Emilie herself (see [15, p. 829], [49]).9

In this situation, (19) and (20) are false and are, hence, not equivalent to (17a).
In view of the above, the complements of objectual attitude reports are usu-

ally interpreted as (type-(s; e)) individual concepts (see (21a), where emilie is
a constant of type (s; e);10 cf. [11, 15]) or as (type-(s; ((s; (e; t)); t))) intensional
generalized quantifiers (see (21b), (22); cf. [32, p. 394 ff.], [28]). Below, P is a vari-
able over type-(s; (e; t)) properties.

(21) JKlimt adored [dpEmilie]Ki,g

= a. adore ′(i)(emilieemilieemilie)(klimt)

= b. adore (i)(λjλP [P (j)(emilie(j))]λjλP [P (j)(emilie(j))]λjλP [P (j)(emilie(j))])(klimt)

8 To compensate for the DP-bias of adore, we prefix the CP with the DP shell the
fact. This move is justified in [25].

9 Further arguments against propositional(ist) accounts of objectual attitude reports
are presented in [55, pp. 434–435] and [11, pp. 62–63].

10 For convenience, we interpret attitude subjects (e.g. the name Klimt in (17a)) as indi-
viduals, rather than as individual concepts. In Sect. 5, we will outline a strategy that
enables the extensional (i.e. type-e) interpretation of all occurrences of proper names.
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(22) a. JKlimt adored [dpa woman]Ki,g

= adore (i)(λjλP (∃x) [woman (j)(x) ∧ P (j)(x)]λjλP (∃x) [woman (j)(x) ∧ P (j)(x)]λjλP (∃x) [woman (j)(x) ∧ P (j)(x)])(klimt)

b. J[dpa woman] [λ1 [Klimt adored t1]]Ki,g

= (∃x)
[
woman(i)(x) ∧ adore (i)(λjλP [P (j)(x)]λjλP [P (j)(x)]λjλP [P (j)(x)])(klimt)

]
2.4 Depiction and resemblance reports

The interpretation of objectual attitude reports suggests that the non-specific ob-
jects of depiction verbs (see (23); cf. [11, pp. 37, 130–150], [55]), of verbs of resem-
blance (see (24); cf. [28,52]), and of verbs of absence (e.g. seek/look for, owe, (be)
missing; cf. [42, 54]) are also interpreted as intensional (generalized) quantifiers.

(23) Uli is painting (/imagining) [dpa unicorn].

(24) Paul resembles [dpa penguin].

However, Zimmermann [52, 53] has argued that this interpretation faces two
problems: firstly, the interpretation of the VP in such reports (in (23): paints a
penguin) cannot be systematically obtained from the interpretation of the verb
(paint) and its direct object (a unicorn), s.t. the truth-conditions of these reports
are underspecified (see [52, pp. 157–160]).11 Secondly, the interpretation of the
direct object in depiction and resemblance reports as an intensional quantifier
wrongly predicts the availability of non-specific readings of strong quantification-
al objects (e.g. of the DP every penguin in (25), see (25b); cf. [52, pp. 160–161]).

(25) Uli is painting every penguin.

= a. specific: For every particular penguin in a given domain, Uli is
painting it.

6= b. non-specific: ?Uli is painting an image of all penguins.

To avoid these problems, Zimmermann has proposed to interpret the direct
objects in depiction and resemblance reports as (type-(s; (e; t))) properties (see
[52]; cf. [13, 45]). The property-interpretation of the different readings of (23) is
given in (26):12

(26) a. JUli paints [dpa unicorn]Ki,g = paint (i)(unicornunicornunicorn)(uli)

11 In contrast to verbs like seek (which allow for a propositional paraphrase; see (3) and
our fn. 3), most depiction reports do not reduce to an attitude towards a proposition
that is definable in terms of the intensional quantifier (see [52, p. 159]).

12 To avoid unwarranted inferences to a common objective (see (∗)), Zimmermann [53]
has proposed to interpret the non-specific objects of depiction and resemblance re-
ports as existentially quantified sub-properties of the properties that are denoted by
the reports’ direct objects. On this account, (23) is then interpreted as (~), where
‘P v Q’

(
:= (∀i)(∀x)[P (i)(x)→ Q(i)(x)]

)
asserts that Q is more general than P :

(∗) a. Uli is painting [dpa unicorn]. b. Penny is painting [dpa panther].

6⇒ c. Uli is painting [dpsomething Penny is painting].

(~) (∃P )[P v unicorn ∧ paint (i)(P )(uli )]
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b. J[dpa unicorn] [λ1 [Uli paints t1]]Ki,g

= (∃x)
[
unicorn(i)(x) ∧ paint(i)(λjλy [x = y]λjλy [x = y]λjλy [x = y])(uli)

]
The rationale behind Zimmermann’s property-analysis lies in the one-to-one cor-
respondence between existential quantifiers and their restrictors (i.e. properties),
and in the attendant exclusion13 of non-specific readings of depiction and resem-
blance reports with non-existential intensional quantifiers (see (25b)). Specific
readings of such reports can still be obtained by quantifying-in (see (26b)).

The different (types of) complements of the intensional verbs from this sec-
tion are summarized in Table 1: (We temporarily neglect the rightmost column.)

verb complement type type-shifter

want/need centered proposition (se; t) curry
believe (de se) centered proposition (se; t) curry
believe (non-de se) proposition (s; t) egn + curry
adore/love/fear intensional quantifier (s; ((s; (e; t)); t)) be

individual concept (s; e) lift + be
paint/resemble property (s; (e; t)) (be)
need−HAVE property (s; (e; t)) (be)

Table 1. Intensional verbs and (the types of) their complements.

3 Strategy

To preserve the merits of the propositionalist analysis (see Sect. 4), we propose
to interpret the complements of the constructions from the previous section as
properties of individuals (type (s; (e; t))). All intensional verbs are then inter-
preted in the type (s; ((s; (e; t)); (e; t))).14 This interpretation is motivated by the
possibility of coding (centered and uncentered) propositions, intensional quanti-

However, this move places overly strong demands on the truth of co-predication
reports like (†a) (in (†b)). This interpretation requires that Penny stands in the ad-
miring- and the painting-relation to the same sub-property of being an emu.

(†) a. Penny [[admires and paints] [dpan emu]].

b. (∃P )
[
P v emu ∧ (admire ∧ paint)(i)(P )(penny)

]
(‡) Uli imagines [[dpa unicorn] and [cpthat a boy is petting it]].

Since Zimmermann’s account further does not allow the straightforward modelling
of embedded DP/CP-coordinations like (‡), we adopt instead the simpler account
from [52]. We will suggest a strategy for blocking inferences like (∗) in Sect. 6.

13 This exclusion results from the restriction of paint, resemble, etc. to the restrictors B
(:= λjλy [Q(j)(λkλz. z = y)]) of existential quantifiers Q (see [52, p. 164]).

14 This strategy is already anticipated by Zimmermann [52, pp. 167–168, fn. 30]: “Lewis
[. . .] argues that, for reasons of theoretical homogeneity, the objects of intentional
attitudes should all be of the same type, so that preference may seem to be at odds
with propositional attitudes like belief. However, a de se account would get the two
closer to each other: both belief and (a de se version of) preference are relations.”
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fiers, and individual concepts as properties through established type-shifts. It is
supported by the ability of the resulting semantics to avoid Zimmermann’s prob-
lems from Section 2.4, to distinguish truth-evaluable from non-truth-evaluable
complements, and to capture cross-attitudinal coordination and quantification.

3.1 Centered propositions

The equivalence of centered propositions and self-ascribed properties (see Sect.
2.2) already presupposes the possibility of representing objects of type (se; t) in
the type (s; (e; t)). This representation exploits the one-to-one correspondence
between multiary functions and certain unary functions of higher type (see [44]).
It is achieved by the familiar operation of Schönfinkelization, or currying (see
[33, p. 8 ff.]). The relevant instance of currying, i.e. the type-shifter curry, is
given below, where p∗ is a variable over centered propositions (type (se; t)):

(27) curry := λp∗λjλy [p∗(j, y)]

To enable a property-type interpretation of (1b) (in (30)), we incorporate
curry into the semantics of want. The resulting interpretation of want (in (28))
applies to an index i, a centered proposition, and an individual to assert the
obtaining-in-i of the wanting-relation between the individual and the property
that results from currying the centered proposition. De se-occurrences of propo-
sitional attitude verbs like believe are interpreted analogously (see (29)). Below,
want and believe are constants of type (s; ((s; (e; t)); (e; t))):15

(28) JwantKcontrol = λjλp∗λx [want(j)(curry(p∗))(x)]

(29) JbelieveKde se = λjλp∗λx [believe(j)(curry(p∗))(x)]

(30) JBill wants [cpFOR [tpPROs to HAVE [dpa laptop]]]Ki,g

= want(i)
(
curry

(
λ〈j, y〉(∃x)[laptop (j)(x) ∧ have (j)(x)(y)]

))
(bill)

≡ want(i)
(
λp∗λkλz [p∗(k, z)]

(
λ〈j, y〉(∃x)[laptop (j)(x)∧

have (j)(x)(y)]
))

(bill)

≡ want(i)(λjλy (∃x)[laptop (j)(x) ∧ have (j)(x)(y)])(bill)

The above suggests that propositional attitude and control verbs are ambigu-
ous between centered proposition-taking occurrences (see (28)) and uncentered
proposition-taking occurrences (see (31), where want ′ has type (s; ((s; t); (e; t)))):

(31) JwantKnon-control = λjλpλx [want ′(j)(p)(x)]

To avoid this ambiguity, we lift non-control/non-de se occurrences of attitude
verbs to centered proposition-taking occurrences. This is accomplished through
the type-shifter egn:

(32) egn := λpλ〈j, y〉[p(j)]

egn sends propositions to centered propositions that are invariant under different
individual centers, i.e. to ‘boring’ centered propositions. The latter are proposi-

15 Since these constants have a different type from the (type-(s; ((se; t); (e; t)))) trans-
lations of want and need in (16) resp. (12), we here use different(-font) constants.
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tions p∗ such that, for any index w and inhabitants x, y of w, p∗(w, x) iff p∗(w, y)
(see [7, p. 107]). In combination with curry, egn enables a property-type inter-
pretation of the complement of (2):

(33) JBill wants [cpthat he/Bill has [dpa laptop]]Ki,g

= want(i)
(
curry

(
egn

(
λj(∃x)[laptop(j)(x) ∧ have(j)(x)(bill)]

)))
(bill)

≡ want(i)(λjλy (∃x)[laptop(j)(x) ∧ have(j)(x)(bill)])(bill)

To ensure that want preserves the truth-conditional contribution of want,
respectively of want ′, we posit the following axioms: (Analogous axioms also hold
for all other (subject-)control verbs and DP/CP-neutral attitude verbs.)

(Ax1.i) (∀j)(∀p∗)(∀x)
[
want (j)(p∗)(x) ⇔ want (j)(curry(p∗))(x)

]
(Ax1.ii) (∀j)(∀p)(∀x)

[
want ′(j)(p)(x) ⇔ want (j)(curry(egn(p)))(x)

]
The above suggests that there exist semantic relations between the complements
of control- and non-control-uses of want, as evidenced by (8) (see (38) in Sect. 4).

3.2 Individual concepts and intensional quantifiers

To enable a property-type interpretation of the direct objects in objectual at-
titude reports (e.g. (17a), (17b)), we use the type-shifters kap and be from [20]
and [36], respectively. Below, c is a variable over individual concepts (type (s; e));
Q is a variable over intensional generalized quantifiers (type (s; ((s; (e; t)); t))):

(34) kap := λcλjλy [c(j) = y] be := λQλjλy [Q(j)(λkλz. z = y)]

kap is a particular instance of a variant of Kaplan’s coding strategy for inten-
sional objects16 that shifts individual concepts to properties. be is an intensional
version of the operation of Existential Lowering from [53, p. 736]. This operation
obtains properties from intensional quantifiers. kap and be enable the property-
type interpretation of (17a) and (17b) as follows:

(35) JKlimt adored [dpEmilie]Ki,g

= adore(i)(kap(emilie))(klimt)

≡ adore(i)(λjλy.emilie(j) = y)(klimt)

≡ adore(i)
(
be

(
λjλP [P (j)(emilie(j))]

))
(klimt)

(36) a. JKlimt adored [dpa woman]Ki,g

= adore(i)
(
be

(
λjλP (∃x)[woman(j)(x) ∧ P (j)(x)]

))
(klimt)

≡ adore(i)(λjλy (∃x)[woman(j)(x) ∧ x = y])(klimt)

b. J[dpa woman] [λ1 [Klimt adored t1]]Ki,g

= (∃x)
[
woman(i)(x) ∧ adore(i)

(
be

(
λjλP [P (j)(x)]

))
(klimt)

]
≡ (∃x)

[
woman(i)(x) ∧ adore(i)(λjλy.x = y)(klimt)

]
To ensure that adore preserves the truth-conditional contribution of adore ′,

respectively of adore, we posit the following axioms:

16 This strategy represents objects A of type (s;α) by type-(α; (s; t)) functions, λaαλj
[A(j) = a], from objects a to the set of indices at which the extension of A is a.
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(Ax2.i) (∀j)(∀c)(∀x)
[
adore ′(j)(c)(x) ⇔ adore(j)(kap(c))(x)

]
(Ax2.ii) (∀j)(∀Q)(∀x)

[
adore (j)(Q)(x) ⇔ adore(j)(be(Q))(x)

]
3.3 Existential quantifiers

We have suggested in Section 2.4 that non-specific readings of (the direct ob-
jects in) depiction and resemblance reports are best interpreted as relations to
properties (see (26)). To obtain properties from the standard interpretation of
referential DPs (i.e. intensional generalized quantifiers), we again use Partee’s
type-shifter be. The non-specific reading of (23) is then interpreted as follows:

(37) JUli paints [dpa unicorn]Ki,g

= paint(i)
(
be

(
λjλP (∃x)[unicorn(j)(x) ∧ P (j)(x)]

))
(uli)

≡ paint(i)(λjλy (∃x)[unicorn(j)(x) ∧ x = y])(uli)

≡ paint(i)(unicorn)(uli)

4 Support for Our Strategy

Our proposal to replace propositions by properties as uniform objects of the atti-
tudes is supported by the ability of property-type semantics to straightforwardly
accommodate ‘unlike’ coordinations in attitude complements (see (38))17 and to
account for cross-attitudinal coordination (see (39)–(40)) and quantification (see
(41)):

(38) JBill wants [[dpa laptop] and [cpthat Mary stops whining]]Ki,g

≡ JBill wants [[FOR PROs to HAVE a laptop] and
[that Mary stops whining]]Ki,g

= want(i)
(
λjλy (∃x)[(laptop(j)(x) ∧ have(j)(x)(y))∧

(stop(whine))(j)(mary)]
)
(bill)

(39) a. J[dpa woman] [λ1 [Klimt [adored and painted] t1]]Ki,g

=
(
λP (∃x)[woman(i)(x) ∧ P (i)(x)]

)(
λjλy

[
(adore∧paint)(j)(λkλz. y = z)(klimt)

])
≡ (∃x)

[
woman(i)(x) ∧ (adore ∧ paint)(i)(λjλy. x = y)(klimt)

]
b. JKlimt [[adored and painted] [dpa woman]]Ki,g

= (adore∧paint)(i)
(
be

(
λjλP (∃x)[woman(j)(x)∧P (j)(x)]

))
(klimt)

≡ (adore ∧ paint)(i)(woman)(klimt)

(40) JKlimt [wanted and sought] [dpEmilie’s attention]Ki,g

≡ J[Emilie’s attention] [Klimt [λ1 [wants FOR PROs to HAVE t1] and
[seeks t1]]]Ki,g

= want(i)(λjλy [have(j)(emilies-attention(j))(y)])(klimt)∧
seek(i)(λkλz [emilies-attention(k) = z])(klimt)

17 Liefke and Werning [26, p. 647] have suggested that the naturalness (or unnatural-
ness) of these coordinations depends on the overlap (resp. disjointness) of the world-
parts with respect to which the conjuncts of such coordinations are evaluated.
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In particular, since the different complements of want from (38) are traditionally
assigned different types (i.e. centered resp. uncentered propositions), (38) cannot
be easily captured by classical Montagovian or propositional semantic accounts.
Similar observations hold for (39) and (40), whose coordinated verbs traditionally
take intensional quantifiers and properties, respectively centered propositions
and properties as their complements.

The above suggests that the proposed semantics also enables an easy interpre-
tation of instances of cross-attitudinal quantification. This is indeed the case. The
property-type interpretation of the non-specific reading of (41) is given in (42):

(41) Bill wants [dpsomething that Mary fears].

(42) want(i)
(
λjλy (∃x)

[
fear(j)(λkλz. z = x)(mary) ∧ have(j)(x)(y)

])
(bill)

Note that – the uniform interpretation of attitudinal objects notwithstand-
ing – the proposed property-type semantics can still distinguish truth-evaluable
attitude complements (i.e. coded centered and uncentered propositions; e.g.
(43b), (43a)) from non-truth-evaluable attitude complements (i.e. coded indi-
viduals, properties, and intensional quantifiers; e.g. (44a), (44b)).

(43) a. λjλy(∃x)[laptop(j)(x) ∧ have(j)(x)(bill)]
b. λjλy(∃x)[laptop(j)(x) ∧ have(j)(x)(y)]

(44) a. woman
(
≡ λjλy [woman(j)(y)]

)
b. λjλy [x = y]

For example, while the DP Emilie’s attention has clear truth- (or accuracy-)
conditions in the complement of the first coordinated verb, want, in (40),18 it
lacks such conditions in the complement of the second verb, seek. Since Proposi-
tionalists propose to analyze all attitude complements as truth-evaluable propo-
sitional contents, they cannot easily explain this observation. The difference
between truth-evaluable and non-truth-evaluable attitude complements also ex-
plains the different modificational behavior of (5) and (11). This is achieved
by stipulating that temporal adverbials (e.g. tomorrow) can only modify truth-
evaluable complements (hence, the lower clause in (1b), but not in (10a)).

In addition to the above, the proposed property-type semantics is also able to
explain certain differences w.r.t. the acceptability of different kinds of co-predica-
tion. It has been reported that speakers intuitively judge (45) to be more natural
than (46), which is, in turn, judged to be more natural than (47) (see [29,45]):

(45) Bill [[wants and needs] [dpa laptop]].

(46) John [[needed and was looking for] [dpa hammer]].

(47) John [[needed and crafted] [dpa birdhouse]].

We propose to explain this difference in acceptability or naturalness through the
identity (resp. difference) between the type-shifters that are used in the interpre-
tation of each of the two attitude verbs. Coordinations of verbs whose interpreta-
tions use the same type-shifter are thus more acceptable (or natural) than coordi-
nations of verbs whose interpretations use different type-shifters. The high degree

18 This conjunct is true at all indices whose agentive center has Emilie’s attention.
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of naturalness of (45) is then explained by the fact that want and need both have
their control-use in (45), such that (45) can receive a ‘non-distributive’ interpre-
tation involving the type-shifter curry (see (48)). The lower degree of natural-
ness of (47) (in comparison to (45)) is explained by the fact that the verbs need
and craft assume different type-shifters (viz. curry and be), such that (47) can
only receive a distributive interpretation (see (50)).19 The intermediate degree of
naturalness of (46) is explained by the fact that the verbs need and look for only
assume the same type-shifter (viz. be) since the relevant occurrence of need does
not have a control-use, such that it directly receives a property-type interpreta-
tion. The report (46) can thus receive a non-distributive interpretation (in (49)).

(48) JBill [[wants and needs] [cpFOR [tpPRO to HAVE [dpa laptop]]]]Ki,g

= (want ∧ need)(i)
(
curry

(
λ〈j, y〉(∃x)[laptop(j)(x)∧

have(j)(x)(y)]
))

(bill)

≡ (want ∧ need)(i)(λjλy(∃x)[laptop(j)(x) ∧ have(j)(x)(y)])(bill)

(49) JJohn [[needed to USE and was looking for] [dpa hammer]]Ki,g

= (need∧look-for)(i)
(
be

(
λjλP (∃x)[hammer(j)(x)∧P (j)(x)]

))
(john)

≡ (need ∧ look-for)(i)(hammer)(john)

(50) JJohn [[needed [cpfor PRO to HAVE [dpa birdhouse]]] and
[crafted [dpa birdhouse]]]Ki,g

=
(
λx. need(i)

(
curry

(
λ〈j, y〉(∃z)[birdhouse(j)(z)∧have(j)(z)(y)]

))
(x)

∧ craft (i)
(
be

(
λkλP (∃u [birdhouse(k)(u) ∧ P (k)(u)])

))
(x)

)
(john)

≡
(
need(i)

(
λjλy (∃z)[birdhouse(j)(z) ∧ have(j)(z)(y)]

)
(john)∧

craft (i)(birdhouse)(john)
)

5 Achieving Ontological Parsimony

In the introduction to this paper, we have suggested that our proposed property-
type semantics shares the two main lines of support for Propositionalism: empir-
ical support (see Sect. 4) and methodological support. Methodological support
for Propositionalism most saliently lies in its ontological parsimony. However,
we have seen in Section 3 that a compositional property-type semantics for the
featured constructions still requires a large number of different intensional ob-
jects, including centered and uncentered propositions, individual concepts, and
intensional quantifiers, next to properties. This is due to the need to obtain in-
tensional complements compositionally from the standard denotations of finite
and infinitival clauses and of referential and quantificational DPs. The proposed

19 Daniel Gutzmann (p.c.) has pointed out that the distributive interpretation of (47)
(in (?)) is equally natural/acceptable as (45):

(?) John [[needed [dpa birdhouse]] and [crafted [dpa birdhouse]]].

We explain this observation through the fact that – in contrast to (45) – the possi-
bility of interpreting a single occurrence of the DP a birdhouse as the common object
of need and craft is not available in (47).
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version of property-type semantics is thus ontologically lavish, rather than par-
simonious.

There are two ways of answering the objection from ontological lavishness: by
restricting the domain of evaluation for ontological parsimony/lavishness to the
semantic complements of intensional verbs (alternative 1) or by further restrict-
ing the intensional objects that are assumed by compositional property-type se-
mantics (alternative 2). The first alternative justifies the ontological parsimony of
property-type semantics by restricting the domain of evaluation for parsimony or
lavishness to the types of intensional objects that can serve as the denotation of
attitude complements. Since property-type semantics assumes a uniform(-type)
interpretation of all such complements, it is more parsimonious than Montague-
style/intensionalist semantics (see Sect. 2; cf. [22]).

The second alternative assumes the possibility of restricting intensional ob-
jects to the denotations of attitude verbs and attitudinal modifiers. All other
natural language expressions (including attitude complements) receive an exten-
sional interpretation. To get a match between the type of attitude verbs (here:
(s; ((s; (e; t)); (e; t)))) and the type of their complements, we use Heim and Krat-
zer’s rule of Intensional Function Application ([19, p. 186]; see [9, p. 11]):20

Definition 1 (Intensional Function Application (IFA)). If α is a branch-
ing node whose daughters are β, γ, and JβKi,g is a function whose domain con-
tains (λj.JγKj,g), then JαKi,g = JβKi,g

(
λj.JγKj,g

)
.

In particular, IFA enables the formation of (type-(s; (e; t))) properties from sets
of individuals (type (e; t)) that are parametrized by indices.21

The extensional interpretation of the complements in the constructions from
Section 2 and the shifting of these interpretations by extensional variants of egn,
kap, and be (see (51)–(53)) then enable the compositional, ontologically parsi-
monious interpretation of all intensional constructions from Section 2. Below, ξ,
T , and O are variables of types t, (e; t), and ((e; t); t), respectively:

(51) ext-egn := λξλx [ξ]

(52) ext-kap := λyλx [x = y]

(53) ext-be := λOλx [O(λy. x = y)]

The interpretations of (16), (33), (17a), and (23) are given below, where the ext-
ensional correlates of intensional non-logical constants are written in roman font:

20 De Groote and Kanazawa [14] (see [8, pp. 195–203]) propose a generalization of IFA
that sends expressions of extensional type to expressions of intensional type through
an intensionalization operation int. This operation improves upon IFA by allowing
for the ‘intensional lifting’ of all argument- (and value-)types in an expression, rather
than only of the complete expression. For example, int sends expressions of type (e; t)
to expressions of type ((s; e); (s; t)) (equivalent to type (s; ((s; e); t))), rather than
to expressions of type (s; (e; t)), as does IFA. However, since we are presently only
interested in lifting type-(e; t) to type-(s; (e; t)) objects, we restrict ourselves to IFA.

21 The use of index-parameters is motivated by the core idea behind IFA, viz. the
possibility of constructing an intensional model from a class of extensional models
viewed as possible worlds or indices.
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(54) a. JBill wants [cpFOR [tpPROs to HAVE [dpa laptop]]]Ki,g

=
(
JwantKi,g

(
λj.Jλy(∃x)[laptop(x) ∧ have(x)(y)]Kj,g

))(
JBillKi,g

)
b. J[dpa laptop] [λ1 [Bill wants [cpFOR [tpPROs to HAVE t1]]]]Ki,g

=
((

JλT (∃x)[laptop(x) ∧ T (x)]Ki,g
)(

λx.JwantKi,g
(
λj.Jλy.have(x)(y)Kj,x,g

)))(
JBillKi,g

)
(55) JBill wants [cpthat he/Bill has [dpa laptop]]Ki,gnon-control

=
(
JwantKi,g

(
λj.Jext-egn

(
(∃x)[laptop(x) ∧ have(x)(bill)]

)
Kj,g

))(
JBillKi,g

)
≡

(
JwantKi,g

(
λj.Jλy(∃x)[laptop(x) ∧ have(x)(bill)]Kj,g

))(
JBillKi,g

)
(56) JKlimt adored [dpEmilie]Ki,g

=
(
Jadore′Ki,g

(
λj.Jext-kap(emilie)Kj,g

))(
JKlimtKi,g

)
≡

(
Jadore′Ki,g

(
λj.Jλx. x = emilieKj,g

))(
JKlimtKi,g

)
≡

(
JadoreKi,g

(
λj.Jext-be

(
λT [T (emilie)]

)
Kj,g

))(
JKlimtKi,g

)
(57) JUli paints [dpa unicorn]Ki,g

=
(
JpaintKi,g

(
λj.Jext-be

(
λT (∃x)[unicorn(x) ∧ T (x)]

)
Kj,g

))(
JUliKi,g

)
≡

(
JpaintKi,g

(
λj.Jλy (∃x)[unicorn(x) ∧ y = x]Kj,g

))(
JUliKi,g

)
Note that – contrary to its ‘intensional’ counterpart (30) – the IFA-interpretation
of (16) (in (54)) does not require an extensional variant of curry. This is due to
the fact that IFA shifts parametrized objects of type (α;β) to unary functions of
type (s; (α;β)), rather than to multiary functions of type (sα;β). For (α;β) :=
(e; t), the instances of this shift then already have the desired complement type.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented an alternative to Propositionalism, viz. proper-
ty-type semantics. We have shown that this semantics preserves the merits of
Propositionalism (esp. the uniform interpretation of attitude complements and
the parsimony of the associated intensional ontology), while avoiding its empir-
ical shortcomings (i.e. the inability to interpret objectual and de se-attitude re-
ports, ‘know how’-sentences, and non-specific readings of depiction/resemblance
reports). This is achieved by incorporating, into the semantics of attitude verbs,
type-shifters from the familiar intensional complements to properties. As a re-
sult of this incorporation, all attitude verbs can be interpreted as relations to
properties.

We close this paper with three pointers to future work. These regard an an-
swer to the monotonicity problem from [53] (see (i), below), the formulation of a
logic for relations between syntactically different attitude complements (see (ii)),
and the development of a ‘coding’-version of Propositionalism (along the lines
of property-type semantics; see (iii)):

(i) Zimmermann [53] has observed that property-type semantics like [52] and
the one proposed in the present paper wrongly predict the validity of inferences to
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a common objective (see (59); cf. (∗) in fn. 12, where the direct objects in (59a)
and (59b) have a non-specific reading and where the direct object in (59c) is
interpreted as a quantifier over non-specific objects). This prediction is based
on the possibility of quantifying over the non-specific objects in (59a) and (59b)
(see (58)) and on the observation that the quantifier (∃P ) in (59c) has the same
witness for Uli’s as for Penny’s painting.

(58) a. JUli paints [dpa unicorn]Ki,g = paint (i)(unicorn)(uli)

⇒ b. JUli paints [dpsome-thing]Ki,g = (∃P )[paint (i)(P )(uli)]

(59) a. JUli paints [dpa unicorn]Ki,g = paint (i)(unicorn)(uli)

b. JPenny paints [dpa panther]Ki,g = paint (i)(panther)(penny)

⇒ c. JUli paints [dpsomething Penny is painting]Ki,g

= (∃P )[paint (i)(P )(uli) ∧ paint (i)(P )(penny)]

To block such intuitively invalid inferences, one could deny that the conclusion
of such inferences (above, (59c)) involves unrestricted quantification over prop-
erties. Relevant work (see [18])22 then needs to identify a suitable mechanism
for contextual domain restriction.

(ii) We have suggested at the end of Section 4 that the uniform interpretation
of attitude complements enables the identification of semantic relations between
attitude complements of different syntactic categories. This is due to the partial
ordering on the domain of properties, which is induced by the ordering on the set
of truth-values. The resulting inclusion relations between properties may be used
to provide a logic for the relations between different (traditionally, different-type)
attitudinal objects. Such a logic has recently been demanded in [17, p. 16].

(iii) In linguistic semantics, propositionalism is often identified with one of
two variants: sententialism (see [6,22]; cf. [35]) or weak propositionalism (see [39];
cf. [31, pp. 264, 267]). Respectively, these variants assume that the reduction of
intensionality to clausal embedding proceeds by a syntactic (i.e. restructuring-
or ellipsis-)analysis (i.e. sententialism) or by lexical decomposition/paraphrase
(i.e. weak propositionalism). Our considerations from this paper suggest a third
version of propositionalism – reminiscent of Zimmermann’s [55] Propositionalism
(see fn. 2) – that is weaker than these variants.

The suggested version of propositionalism does not require that each inten-
sional construction be truth-conditionally equivalent to some instance of clausal
embedding. Rather, it only demands that all semantic attitude complements can
be coded (via semantic representation, or type-shift) as (centered or uncentered)
propositions. We expect that this version of propositionalism will be able to inter-
pret some intensional constructions (incl. constructions with DP-biased attitude
verbs) that resist a clausal analysis or paraphrase. We leave the development of
this version of propositionalism as a topic for future research.

22 A similar strategy is pursued in unpublished lecture notes by Ede Zimmermann
(based on joint work with Magdalena Kaufmann).
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